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Chapter 5

SCT module performance

This chapter describes the module performance tests that were done at various
stages during the assembly of SCT end-cap A. This includes tests of the sensor
current behavior, the digital and analog functionalities of the SCT module
read-out chips and the equivalent noise charge on the silicon strips.
The test results show that the modules of the SCT end-cap A perform well
within their requirements. All the test results are documented and remain
an important reference for the module performance during the lifetime of the
detector.

5.1 Introduction

The module performance tests that took place during the assembly of the SCT
end-cap were aimed at checking the full functionality of each of the silicon
detectors. These tests included measurements of:

� Sensor current: Check that the sensor behaves like a diode and can be
fully depleted. The maximum allowed leakage current (before irradia-
tion) is 6 µA at Vbias=150 Volt.

� Analog functionality of the module electronics: Test the read-out of the
strips and ensure that at least 99% of all silicons strips can be read out
and ensure that the noise on the strips agrees with the expected value
for that module.

� Digital functionality of the module electronics: Check that the data is
correctly stored in the digital pipeline and can be read out by the data
acquisition system. In addition, the channel masking and chip bypass
functionality is tested.

The SCT end-cap modules were produced at various production sites. Each
site was responsible for ensuring quality of the modules before sending them to
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Nikhef. This chapter focuses on the module performance as measured during
the various assembly stages including the final commissioning of the SCT end-
cap after installation in the ATLAS cavern.
The main test stages during the SCT end-cap assembly were:

� Modules-to-disk : Immediately after placement of the modules on the
disk, all the modules on the disk were tested. This test stage was impor-
tant to test the module functionality using the on-disk services for the
first time. Problematic modules could only be replaced in this test stage
as later stages did not have sufficient access to the disk

� Disk-to-cylinder : After placement of each disk in the cylinder, all the
modules on the disk were re-tested, to find and resolve problems with
the fibers and cables routed on the outside of the cylinder.

� CERN reception test : After arrival of the SCT end-cap at CERN all
SCT modules were tested to see if any new problems developed during
the handling and transport of the detector.

� Final commissioning : After installation in the in the ATLAS cavern, the
SCT end-cap was tested to check that no problems occurred during the
installation of the detector and to test the connections with the readout
systems in the services caverns.

At each of these four stages the tests for the module performance (described
later in this chapter) were repeated. Only during the first stage could modules
that failed the performance test be replaced. Tests at later stages were aimed
at finding problems with the services such as the power tapes and optical
fibers and ensuring that no common mode noise was added to the system due
to grounding problems.

5.2 Test set-ups

Tests of a single disk with modules were done inside a dedicated disk-test-box
as shown in figure 5.1. In this box a single disk with all modules mounted to
it, could be powered, cooled and operated under similar conditions as in the
ATLAS experiment. The disk-test-box was closed off with a large panel during
the testing to prevent ambient light from falling on the silicon sensors and to
contain the dry air. Dry air was flushed through the box to keep the dew point
well below the temperature of the cooling circuits, to prevent condensation on
the modules.

A second (bigger) test-box, shown in figure 5.2 , could enclose the full end-
cap cylinder to allow dry air to be flushed through the box while the detector
was cooled. The cylinder test box was also designed to safely transport the
SCT end-cap from Nikhef to CERN.
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Figure 5.1: The disk test-box in the Nikhef clean-room containing one SCT end-
cap disk.

Figure 5.2: The cylinder test box in the Nikhef clean-room containing the partly
assembled SCT end-cap A.
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Figure 5.3: The two SCT end-caps during the CERN reception tests. The author
of this thesis, can be seen on the right-hand side of the picture, as she is connecting
cables to the SCT end-cap A

Upon arrival at CERN the SCT end-caps were re-tested in the clean-room
of the surface reception building (SR1) at CERN (see figure 5.3). After the
reception tests, the SCT end-caps were placed inside the TRT end-caps and
together they were lowered into the cavern and placed in their final position
on either sides of the SCT barrel.

With the SCT end-cap A in its final position in the ATLAS cavern, all the
modules were re-tested with the real services that are used to operate the SCT
during data-taking in ATLAS.

5.3 Sensor current

The current in the silicon sensor under the influence of a reverse bias voltage
is measured to study if the silicon sensors are working correctly. As explained
in 3.3, the silicon sensors in the SCT module use a reverse biased p-n junction
to measure the passage of charged particles. The reverse bias voltage induces
a current in the sensor which is composed of the generation current and the
surface current. Generation current refers to the thermally induced charge
in the depletion layer and is therefore proportional to the depletion volume
which is proportional to

√
Vbias (see equation 3.4). The surface current can be

approximated by an Ohmic resistance.
This allows the measured sensor current to be expressed as a function of the
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applied bias voltage, Vbias, and the depletion voltage of the silicon, Vdep [48]:

Ibias =

{
A ·

√
Vbias +B · Vbias + C Vbias ≤ Vdep

A ·
√
Vdep +B · Vbias + C Vbias > Vdep

(5.1)

where A, B and C are sensor-dependent constants. The first term describes the
generation current contribution, the second term describes the surface current
contribution and the last term accounts for the measurement offset.

The sensor behavior was studied by plotting the measured leakage current
for increasing values of the sensor bias voltage to form an IV-curve for each
module. It should be noted that each module uses 2 or 4 sensors, and so the
leakage current measured on the modules is actually the sum of the currents
from multiple sensors. Figure 5.4 shows an example of an IV-curve for one
module as measured during the final commissioning of the SCT end-cap at
CERN. The fit to the IV-curve in the example with equation 5.1 indicates
average depletion voltage of the sensors of 73 ± 4 Volt, which agrees with the
expected value for silicon sensors before irradiation (see section 3.2).
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Figure 5.4: Example of an IV-curve of an SCT end-cap module as measured during
the commissioning in the ATLAS cavern, showing the result of the fit with equation
5.1.

It should be noted that the IV-curve shown in figure 5.4 is not a typical
example, as most of the ATLAS silicon sensors (before radiation damage) have
a much lower sensor current. Due to the limited precision with which the sensor
current is measured, the IV-curves could not be fitted with a reasonable enough
accuracy for most modules to determine the depletion voltage.

Radiation damage to the silicon sensors will lead to a different value of
the required depletion voltage, so that monitoring the depletion voltage is
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important to see the effect of radiation damage to the silicon sensors over
time. Another method for monitoring the depletion voltage is by studying the
input noise as a function of the bias voltage as is detailed in [49].

The silicon sensors had two different manufacturers: CiS and Hamamatsu,
which used a slightly different design for the sensors (for details see [30]). From
the tests made during production of the silicon sensors, it is known that the
sensor current produced by CiS-sensors is higher than that of sensors produced
by Hamamatsu.

Figure 5.5 shows the distribution of the measured sensor current at 150 V
bias voltage as was measured in the final commissioning of the SCT end-cap,
showing the higher average sensor current for the CiS sensors compared to
the Hamamatsu sensors. Despite this effect, figure 5.5 also shows that all the
modules still satisfy the requirement of having a leakage current of less than 6
µA.

Figure 5.5: Bias current induced in the end-cap A modules with 150 V bias voltage.

Note, that this initial difference in sensor current has little or no impact
on the module performance as the doping concentration in the sensor will
be altered when the module is irradiated. Studies with irradiated modules
confirm that Hammamatsu and CiS sensors will reach similar sensor currents
after receiving radiation during LHC running [30].
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5.4 Digital tests

The digital tests check specific functionality of the digital part of the ABCD3TA
chips on the module and the ability to read out data from the module in gen-
eral. All the tests are based on measuring the occupancy of each channel
while varying a specific setting in the chip configuration. The correct opti-
cal settings (see chapter 4) had to be determined before the digital tests took
place, as problems with the module communication would lead to failures in
interpreting the triggers in the digital tests.

5.4.1 Channel masking

The readout chips of the modules apply a mask to the measured hits on all
the strips. A channel that is masked always returns 0. Masking is necessary
for strip channels with very high noise, as unmasked noisy channels add fake
hits and increase the amount of data that has to be read-out.

In order to check the capability of the chips to mask on and off all the chan-
nels on the chips, the trigger occupancy is measured using different settings
of the mask register. During the test the output is set such that any channel
which is not masked returns a signal corresponding to ‘1’. The tests starts
with a mask register where all channels are unmasked. For each consecutive
mask register in the test, one more channel on each chip is masked, until all
channels are masked at the final mask register. A typical example of the result
of the masking test is shown in figure 5.6. The figure is a 2D projection of
a 3D histogram, where the shade of gray indicates the trigger occupancy as
a function of the channel number and the mask register. In this example no
problems with the channels masking were found.

In the entire SCT end-cap A, a total of 9 channels were found that could
not be masked off, which represents only 6×10−4% of all channels in the SCT
endcap and is neglible for the performance of the endcap. If there was a channel
that needs to be masked due to high noise which also had masking defect, it
would have to be masked offline, but none such channels were found on the
SCT endcap A in any of the test stages.

5.4.2 Chip bypass test

When reading out the data of an SCT module, the readout chips are requested
to pass their data and the data of their neighbors along to the “Master” chips
so that all data from one side of the module (6 chips) can be returned via
one of the two data links. The SCT module is designed with the possibility of
bypassing a broken chip to reduce the loss of data in case of a chip failure.

The chip bypass functionality is tested by trying all possible combinations
of bypassed chips that are set in the module configuration settings. The chips
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Figure 5.6: Example of the graphical display showing the result of an channel
masking test of one side of an SCT end-cap module.

that are included in the module configuration are set to return signals from
all their channels. Chips that are bypassed can not return any events and
result in a white block (trigger occupancy = 0.) in the histogram produced
by the chip bypass test. An example of the result of the chip bypass test is
shown in figure 5.7, corresponding to the situation where all the possible chip
bypass combinations are working correctly1. No problems were found for the
bypass-functionality of the chips for any of the modules in SCT end-cap A.

Figure 5.7: Example of the chip bypass test, where the two plots represent 6 chips
on the front (left) and back (right) of one SCT module. The y-axis represents the
36 possible chip-bypass-combinations used during the scan.

1Note that the data is returned using a data-chain containing at least one master
and one end-chip (see figure 3.12) so not all combinations of chips are possible.
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5.4.3 Pipeline test

One of the most important digital functionalities of the readout chip is the
ability to store information of the strip hits in the pipeline. Defects in the
pipeline of one channel would result in the loss of all data measured in the
corresponding strip.

Each readout-channel of the module has an associated pipeline to store the
hit or no-hit information from up to 132 events, ordered in 12 cells with 11
events. During the pipeline test, the chips are configured to read-out a mask
register which is loaded alternatively with all 1’s and all 0’s. When issuing
the read-out command the chips return the data from the pipeline. When a
pipeline cell returns a 0 when it should have stored a 1, its defect is listed as
“Dead cell”. When a pipeline cell returns 1 when it should have returned 0, its
listed as a “Stuck cell”. Sometimes all the pipeline cells of single channel are
seen to be stuck or dead, rendering the entire channel unusable. An example
of pipeline scan finding a stuck pipeline is shown in figure 5.8.

Figure 5.8: Example of the result of a pipeline scan when reading out the pipelines
filled with 0’s, showing one of the few pipeline defects found on SCT end-cap A.
Channel 682 is seen to return 1’s, instead of 0’s from all 12 pipeline cells.

Since the pipeline is downstream of the masking registers in the data flow,
a stuck pipeline cell cannot be masked off and will contribute to the noise
occupancy of the module. The information of pipeline defects is stored and
used to mask off the channels offline.
Very few pipeline defects where found in the modules during the assembly tests
for SCT end-cap A, as illustrated by the total number of pipeline defects given
in table 5.1.
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Pipeline defect No. of channels % of total channels

Dead pipeline 2 1.32×10−4

Dead cell 3 1.98×10−4

Stuck pipeline 2 1.32×10−4

Stuck cell 8 5.27×10−4

All pipeline defects 15 9.88×10−4

Table 5.1: Summary of pipeline defects on SCT end-cap A.

5.5 Analog tests

In the analog stage the signal induced in the strip is amplified, shaped and
discriminated using a threshold setting. For data-taking the default setting of
the threshold is chosen such that it corresponds to the output signal as created
by an input signal equivalent to 1 fC charge induced on the strip2. To find the
threshold corresponding to 1 fC the analog response needs to be reconstructed
for each channel.

Measuring the analog response signal on the strips also allows to determine
the input noise of the strips. One of the requirements of the silicon sensors
is that the noise on the strips does not exceed 1800 electrons, to guarantee a
noise occupancy on the silicon strips of less than 5·10−4. The measurement of
the input noise is also used to determine the total number of usable channels
in the SCT end-cap A, which is required to be greater than 99%.

5.5.1 Reconstruction of the analog strip response

Since the SCT modules were designed with a binary read-out system, the
analog channel response can not be measured directly. Instead, the analog
response is reconstructed by injecting a calibration charge on the channel and
measuring the corresponding occupancy over a range of threshold values. The
calibration charge is produced by the charge injection circuitry of the read-out
chip.

The injected charge is shaped and amplified in the analog circuitry to form
an output signal. The discriminator threshold determines whether or not the
output signal corresponded to hit. The probability that the injected charge
produces a hit depends on the setting of the discriminator threshold. The av-
erage hit probability is measured by repeating the process of injecting charges

2A signal of 1 fC is well above the expected the noise, and well below the average
induced charge from the passage of a charge particle, see also 3.2.4
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Figure 5.9: Typical example of an S-curve (dotted line) as measured on one SCT
channel. The corresponding signal response shape (solid line) as a function of signal
height is also indicated.

and counting the fraction of read-out triggers that produced a hit. This mea-
surement is repeated over a range of threshold setting to produce a so-called
S-curve, for which an example is shown in figure 5.9.

The S-curve represents the probability p that a channel registers a hit at
certain threshold voltage Vthr, given by:

p(Vthr) =

∫ ∞

Vthr

f(s)ds (5.2)

where f(s) is the probability distribution function that gives the chance of
measuring a signal with signal height s. The signal height distribution is
assumed to be Gaussian:

f(s) =
1

σs
√

2π
e−(s−µs)2/2σ2

s (5.3)

where µs is the mean signal height and the width of the Gaussian σs is the RMS
noise of the signal. By fitting the S-curve the DAQ software can determine the
noise σs.

During the analog tests, S-curves are measured for all the chip channels
over a range of values for the injected charge. The threshold setting at which
the probability of getting a hit is 50%, corresponding to µs, is defined as the
Vt50-point. The value of the Vt50-point for each channel should increase linearly
with the value of the injected charge, while the output noise, σs, is expected
to be approximately constant as a function of charge3.

3In practice, the output noise of each channel on the SCT module is always
determined as the value of σs from the S-curve obtained with a 2 fC input charge.
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5.5.2 Finding the optimum delay

The correct setting for the delay between the charge injection time and readout
time, the so-called strobe-delay, has to be determined in order to measure
accurate S-curves for all channels. If the strobe-delay is set too low the signal
has not yet arrived and no hits are registered, while if the delay is set too high,
the signal has decayed below its average threshold. Ideally the value is chosen
such that the peak of the shaper response is sampled at the peak of the signal.

The strobe-delay scan helps to determine the optimum setting of the strobe-
delay by measuring the fraction of triggers resulting in a hit over a range of
strobe-delay settings. An example of the result of such as scan is shown in
figure 5.10

Figure 5.10: Strobe-delay scan result for one link of an SCT end-cap module.

During the scan a 4 fC injection charge is used, while the value of the
discriminating threshold is set to correspond to a 2 fC signal. This is done so
that for the correct timing of the delay, all triggers should correspond to a hit.
The optimum delay setting is determined from the delay-value at 40% between
the start and end of the full occupancy region, so that the signal is sampled at
or close to its maximum.

5.5.3 Noise and gain measurement

The S-curves that are measured for each SCT channel determine the output
noise on the signal. By measuring the gain of the analog signal amplification,
the input noise of each channel can be determined. The input noise can be
used to identify several channel defects and helps to determine if the module
was properly biased.

The gain is determined, for each chip, by measuring S-curves at three differ-
ent values of the injected charge; 1.5 fC, 2 fC and 2.5 fC. The gain (in mV/fC)
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then follows from the slope of a linear fit to the three Vt50-points as is shown
in figure 5.11. The output noise of each channel divided by the gain-factor of
the chip results in the measured value of the input noise.

Figure 5.11: Example of fit to determine gain (in mV/fC) from measurements of
the Vt50-points at three different value of the input charge. The Vt50-points represent
the average value for all channels on the read-out chip.

Figure 5.12 shows an example of the input noise measured for the 1536
channels of an Outer-type SCT end-cap module. The average noise in this
module corresponds to around 16·102 electrons, which is the typical noise value
for an Outer-type module4. The most probable charge deposit of a minimum
ionizing particle in one strip is 21·103 electrons (see section 3.2.1), so that the
expected signal over noise ratio for this module is ≈ 13.

From the measurement of the input noise several channel defects can be
identified. The main channel defects are defined as:

� Dead, measured input noise = 0, no hits are measured at any threshold
for any injected charge

� Unbonded, measured input noise is < 800, most likely as a result of broken
bond between the hybrid and the silicon strip sensor.

� Part-bonded, measured input noise is < 1100, a result of a broken bond
between the two daisy-chained silicon sensors, used in the extended sur-
face of the Outer and Middle modules.

� Noisy, the input noise is greater than 1.15 times the average input noise
of all channels on the same chip.

4The expected value of the input noise depends on the length of the silicon strips
used in the different types of modules.
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Figure 5.12: Example of the input noise measured on one SCT end-cap module
with two defects, namely ‘dead’ channels at 1091 and 1191.

� Very-noisy, the input noise is greater than 1.25 times the average input
noise of all channels on the same chip.

The assumptions made for the input noise of “part-bonded” and “unbonded”
channels are based on the fact that the capacitive load on the channel is de-
creased when the silicon strip sensor is reduced/removed from the read-out
chain, resulting in a lower noise contribution. Since inner modules and short-
middle modules use only one single sensor on each side of the module, their
channels could never have a “part-bonded” defect, and their input noise is
typically around 1000 e−.

5.5.4 Input noise results

The average input noise measured on the modules differs between the different
types of modules due to the different length of the silicon strips. Longer silicon
strips have a higher capacitance and thus a higher expected value for the input
noise.
The input noise also depends on the temperature of the silicon. The sensor
temperature typically varies between modules and depends on the settings of
the cooling used during the test. In the region of module temperatures during
the assembly tests, the temperature dependence of the input noise can be
approximated by a linear function [50]. Figure 5.13 shows the average noise
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on the different types of modules, as a function of the temperature5.

Figure 5.13: Input noise versus temperature, showing the straight line fits from
which the temperature coefficients were determined.

The slopes of the straight line fits in figure 5.13 are given in table 5.2. The
values in table 5.2 were used to apply a temperature correction to the average
measured input noise on each module, so that all results for the input noise
correspond to a hybrid temperature of 0◦C.

Module temperature dependence

type average input noise (e−/◦C)

Outer 5.9±0.2

Middle 6.1±0.2

Inner 4.4 ±0.2

Short-middle 3.6 ±0.2

Table 5.2: Temperature dependence of the input noise for the different type of
SCT end-cap modules.

The average input noise, after temperature correction, is illustrated for the

5Module temperature is measured at the electronics part of the modules, in this
approximation it is assumed that the temperature of the silicon sensor is linearly
dependent to this temperature.
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four different types of modules in figure 5.14, representing the test results from
the modules-to-disk test made at Nikhef.

Figure 5.14: Input noise as measured during the modules-to-disk test at Nikhef
for all modules of SCT end-cap A. All values have been corrected to correspond to
a temperature of 0◦C

It was important to ensure that the input noise of the modules does not
increase with services successively added to the system, as that would indicate
problems in the grounding scheme. Table 5.3 shows the results of the input
noise as measured in the four main test stages, from which can be concluded
that the input noise did not increase and that no common-mode noise has been
introduced into the system.

5.6 Module problem summary

5.6.1 Defective channels results

The number of channel defects found per module is shown in figure 5.15, sepa-
rated into the different type of channel defects that are found from measuring
the input noise on the modules. The most frequently occurring defects are
dead channels. The data used to generate this plot was taken during the
CERN reception tests, but no significant change in the number of channel de-
fects was found between the different test stages. The number of channels with
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Module Modules Disk-to CERN ATLAS

type -to-disk -cylinder reception cavern

mean σ mean σ mean σ mean σ

Outers 1608 44 1590 40 1600 37 1612 37

Middles 1525 39 1516 43 1527 42 1540 42

Inners 1067 30 1055 29 1055 28 1059 29

Short-middles 916 27 909 31 913 30 913 31

Table 5.3: Average input noise in electrons, as measured during the four main
test stages for all modules of SCT end-cap A. All values have been corrected to
correspond to a module temperature of 0◦C.

certain defects is listed in table 5.4. From the defective channel results it can
be concluded that 99.7% of all channels in the SCT end-cap are operational.

5.6.2 Dead chips

The channel defects listed in table 5.4 do not include the unusable channels
from a total of 3 dead chips found on SCT end-cap A. The latest configuration
of the SCT end-cap6 has 3 chips bypassed. The problems with these chips
were found during the CERN receptions tests, where some modules failed
to complete the calibration tests. Eventually these problems were solved by
bypassing a specific chip on each module, but it remains unclear what are
the exact problems with these chips. In order to ensure stable running of the
SCT end-cap A while taking physics data, these chips remain bypassed. The

6Commissioning of SCT end-cap A in ATLAS cavern, January/February 2008

Defect type No. of channels % of total channels

Dead 3169 0.208%

Unbonded 357 0.023%

Part-bonded 45 0.003%

Noisy 235 0.015%

Very-noisy 91 0.006%

Total 3897 0.257%

Table 5.4: Channel defects on SCT end-cap A.
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Figure 5.15: Channel defects per module for all modules on SCT end-cap A.

problematic chips give rise to an additional loss of 3×128=384 channels.

5.7 Conclusion

The SCT module performance was tested during all assembly stages of the SCT
end-cap including the commissioning of the detector in its final position within
the ATLAS experiment. These tests show that the SCT end-cap modules
perform within their specification. The leakage current was measured to be
within the requirement of less than 6 µA at 150 V bias Voltage.
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Tests were done to check the performance of the front-end read-out electronics.
Three chips were found to be unusable, resulting in the loss of 384 channels
of the SCT end-cap. Very few defects were found for the digital functions of
the chips. The total number of channels in the SCT that can be used after
subtracting channel losses from dead, noisy or unbonded channels, is 99.7%
which is well within the required 99% efficiency for the detector.
The measurement of the input noise during several test stages shows that the
input noise on the modules did not change between the test stages, indicating
that no common mode noise was added to the system during assembly.




